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ABSTRACT
Test measurements of antennas are often made on some kind of range. These measurements 
has great demands of precision and improving the methods of evaluating the range must 
constantly be refined.

The task has been to evaluate the range at Saab Ericsson Space by spherical probing. A 
number of methods has been studied and finally a method depending on a paper by Ronald 
C. Wittman was found the most suitable. Wittman describes how to calculate the incident 
field inside a measured sphere. Theese calculations proved to be very difficult and it resulted 
in the fact that a reasonable result of the measured field could not be obtained within the time 
frames of this project.

The authors believe that the errors arise when the matrices and coordinate systems are beeing 
transformed between the many MATLAB-scripts. Further refining the scripts are therefore 
needed to be able to do an evaluation of the range with this method.

SAMMANFATTNING
Testmätningar av antenner sker ofta på någon slags mätsträcka. Dessa mätningar har höga 
krav på exakthet och för att kunna få bättre och bättre resultat måste metoderna att utvärdera 
antennmätningarna hela tiden förfinas.

Uppgiften har varit att ta fram en metod för att utvärdera inomhusmätsträckan på Saab 
Ericsson Space genom sfärisk probning. Ett antal metoder studerades och testades och tillslut 
föll valet på en teoretisk metod som bygger på en artikel av Ronald C. Wittman. Wittman 
beskriver hur man kan beräkna det inkommande fältet inuti en sfär med hjälp av uppmätt 
data. Dessa beräkningar visade sig vara väldigt svåra varpå en verklighetstrogen bild av det 
uppmätta fältet inte kunde beräknas. 

Författarna tror att fel uppstår när matriser och koordinatsystem transformeras mellan de 
många MATLAB-scripten. För att kunna göra en utvärdering av mätsträckan med den här 
metoden behövs därför ytterligare felsökning av scripten.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background 
Space antennas have to meet up with great demands of precision and performance. 
When the antenna has been put in use in space it would be extremely expensive, if at all 
possible, to attend any kind of defect in the antenna. To be able to achieve the tough 
demands of operating in space the methods of test measuring antennas must be very 
exact. The characteristics of the radiation of an antenna can be evaluated on some kind 
of range. Regardless of what range is being used the conditions tried to imitate are the 
ones in space. In space the radiation is received and transmitted over great distances and 
there are no objects nearby to cause unwanted reflections. In the near field of an antenna 
the waves spread in a circular pattern like rings on water and in the far field the 
electromagnetic wave can be regarded as plane wave. Ranges can be designed to 
operate either in the near field or in the far field. An example of an outdoor far field 
range is between two mountains. The incoming wave can here be calculated as plane 
but the reflections are difficult to control since they are coming from objects travelling 
through the air and from buildings and other objects on the ground. The ranges indoors 
are built as anechoic room with pyramidal shaped foam rubber designed to absorb 
electromagnetic radiation and thereby minimize reflections. Depending on how they are 
constructed they can measure the radiated field either in the near field or in the far field. 
The range at Saab Ericsson Space that is to be evaluated is a near field range. 

Even though the walls, ceiling and floor in the range are designed to absorb all 
radiation, imperfections in the foam rubber material and leakage in the equipment of the 
range will create unwanted reflections in the result from the measurement. These 
unwanted reflections are relatively small compared to the signal that is being evaluated 
but they still are relevant to try to detect and counteract to get even more precise 
measurements. 

1.2 Task
The assignment is to create a method to evaluate the range A6 at Saab Ericsson Space. 
Measuring a known antenna and analyzing the result can characterize the incoming 
radiation to see what radiation is coming from the probe and what radiation is coming 
from unwanted reflections. When the unwanted reflections are defined they can be 
subtracted from the measured result of unknown antennas to get a more precise result. 
The antennas that are to be delivered to a customer can then be evaluated with a higher 
grade of accuracy and Saab Ericsson Space can deliver a better product with more 
profit. 

The task is to create a method of spherical probing to evaluate the range and consists of 
several pieces. First a literature study of available methods to evaluate ranges has to be 
made to find out what work has been done on problems similar to this. Then a measure 
device needs to be created that fulfils the requirements of the spherical probing and that 
can carry out the measurements needed to find out if the method holds. When the 
measurements have been carried out the result has to be calculated by a number of 
different programs. Program code to make these calculations has to be created. Finally 
the measurements must be interpreted to give a result that is useful in the future 
measurements. The work will be presented orally and in a report both at Saab Ericsson 
Space and at Luleå University of technology. 
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Since the project has been limited in time some momentums have been foreseen. To 
make a complete evaluation of the range a large number of measurements of different 
frequencies and radii are needed and they would all have to be measured in both 
polarizations. This project however only includes test measurements to see if the 
suggested method gives a result that is reliable. 

This report will present the adjustments necessary before the measurement and then 
how to compute the result from the measurement to get the wanted result for the benefit 
of the project. The middle step on how the data is being processed from the 
measurement itself to a result that can be used in MATLAB will not be presented since 
this is a well-known method for the people that use the range. 

In as great extend as possible existing programs has been used so in this report only the 
MATLAB-scripts written for this project will be presented. 

As time ran out a completely useful result was unfortunately not achieved so instead the 
possible errors in the method and suggestions to further work within the area will be 
presented.

1.3 Disposal
The introduction will provide the reader with an overview of the problem that is to be 
solved. General background information about the problem and its purpose is presented 
together with some common terms regarding antenna measurements.

To get the reader further familiar with the problem the second chapter will in detail 
describe the theory behind the problem. The equipment at Saab Ericsson Space needed 
in the project will be presented together with an explanation of how the measurements 
are going to be implemented and the methods that are available to solve the problem.  

In the third chapter the chosen method is presented in detail. There is a description of 
how the measurements have been carried out and how the theory to solve the problem 
has been implemented. The MATLAB-scripts that have been used in the solution are 
shortly presented together with the equations and theory that they are considering.

The result of the measurement will be presented in the fourth chapter together with an 
analysis of it. 

The fifth chapter is a conclusion of the project where a short summary of the whole 
project is presented and the work is also evaluated briefly. Suggestions to further work 
within the area are also discussed here.

In the Appendix you can find the MATLAB-scripts as a whole together with 
complimentary diagrams of the measurement.

1.4 Common terms
In this report some common terms regarding antenna measurements are going to be 
used and it is assumed that the reader is familiar with these terms. To make the 
understanding easier the most important terms will be presented here. 

A6 The range at Saab Ericsson Space in Mölndal, Göteborg
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Aperture The radiating surface of the antenna

AUT Short for antenna under test

dB The amplitude of an electromagnetic wave radiated by an antenna is 
measured in dB to get a result that is useful independent of what absolute 
value the radiated wave has

FFT Fast Fourier transform

K-band Represents frequencies between 10 – 15 GHz

Probe The transmitter, in opposite to the AUT

Quiet zone This is the zone where the walls of the range are not interfering with the 
measurement. The size of the tested antenna is therefore limited by the size 
of the quiet zone

Tapering When radiation is tapered it is reduced towards the outer edges.

Wave guide The rectangular pipe where the electromagnetic wave propagates through 
and is measured in the bottom of the pipe by a pin, see Figure 1.4.1.

Figure 1.4.1. A sketch of a waveguide where the electromagnetic wave enters in the 
pipe to the right and is measured in the bottom of the pipe.

Wave number The wave number k is used to give distances in periods instead of meters

λ
π2=k (1.4.1)
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2 Evaluation and correction methods of antenna 
measurements

2.1 Introduction
The signal from the main lobe is about 30 – 60 dB higher than the largest source of 
error. The main lobe has to be reduced from the measured result to be able to detect 
from where the unwanted reflections are coming. There are several methods of doing 
this even though very few are tested on spherical probing. Spherical probing is the 
principal method that will be applied in this project and it means that the 
electromagnetic field is measured on the surface of a sphere with unit vectors according 
to Figure 2.1.1.

Figure 2.1.1. Principal sketch of spherical probing with cartesian and spherical unit  
vectors.

One method is to do two measurements with the probe separated half a wavelength 
between the two measurements [1]. This means that the difference in phase will be 180o 

and when the result from the two measurements are added, the signals coming from 
straight ahead in the two cases will cancel each other. The cancelled signals are the ones 
that come from the direction of the probe and the signals that remain will cause 
reflections in the range. With this method unwanted reflections between the probe and 
the AUT also will be cancelled in the addition and they are therefore impossible to 
detect. The tests showed that this method is not suitable for spherical probing since a 
reasonable result could not be achieved. Most likely this depends on the fact that the 
angle of the waveguide with respect to the probe changes in every measured point and 
therefore the tapering of the waveguide is different in every measured point. This makes 
the compensation for the tapering very difficult to calculate and the result is then 
difficult to interpret. However this method would probably be useful when it comes to 
probing plane surfaces.
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With SNIFTD and GRASP [2], see Section 2.8, the measured sphere can be projected 
on a plane in front of the sphere. This plane can be transformed in different ways to 
finally show the incident wave on a plane in the origin of the sphere. A final 
transformation will change the properties of the plane from showing what is received in 
every point to where the radiation is coming from. When this has been done the main 
lobe can be subtracted visually from the plane since it comes from a specific direction 
and the remaining of the plane can afterwards be used to detect from where the 
unwanted reflections are coming. This method however proved not to be useful because 
the electromagnetic field calculated with SNIFTD could not be recalculated in any 
arbitrary point but only in the measured points. This resulted in the fact that too much 
information was lost in the transformations and it makes it impossible to make an 
unambiguous interpretation of the result. To make a new measurement in all the 
desirable points would be very time-consuming so this was not considered as an option 
to proceed with.

On Chalmers University of Technology Anders Jernberg has carried out a master thesis 
on a problem similar to this [3]. Anders evaluated the compact range at Ericsson 
Microwave Systems. There are considerable differences with respect to this problem, 
however the approach on the problem and the final steps are similar after the Fourier 
transformed plane that represents the result from the measured sphere has been 
calculated.

According to Wittman [4] the incident field inside the measured sphere can be 
calculated as a sum of modes representing the electrical field. By knowing the electrical 
field inside the sphere it can be calculated on a plane in the origin of the sphere with its 
normal pointing towards the probe. On the same way as mentioned in the section above 
this plane can be transformed to showing from what direction the radiation is coming 
and the main lobe from the source can then be subtracted visually. This method is very 
theoretical since it mathematically calculates the field depending on the measured result. 

The first two methods mentioned above was first implemented because the method 
based on Wittman´s paper was the most difficult to implement. But as the first methods 
failed to give a reasonable result the remaining way to solve the problem was with this 
more difficult theoretical method. The expectations are that although the method it is 
difficult to implement the fact that no approximations are needed it will make sure that 
no information is lost on the way to the result.  

2.2 The setup at Saab Ericsson Space
The range at Saab Ericsson Space is called A6. A6 is a room with dimensions 5 m * 5 m 
* 9 m (wide, height, length). The number tells the distance between the probe and the 
positioner where the antenna is being placed, that is the distance on which the 
measurements are being made in this range. Walls, floor and sealing are covered with 
pyramidal shaped foam rubber that is filled with carbon powder. The foam rubber 
spikes are reaching about 0,5 metres into the room from every wall, making the 
dimensions of free space inside the range about 4 m * 4 m * 8 m. The foam rubber 
material and its shape are designed to absorb electromagnetic radiation and counteract 
reflections to create an anechoic room. To avoid interference from the surrounding, 
caused by for example cell phones, the range is enclosed in an aluminium shell. The 
shell also prevents radiation from leaking out of the range. The aluminium shell is 
designed to reduce noise with up to 90 dB for frequencies above 150 kHz.
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On one long side of the range a bridge can be fell down and it gives access to the 
positioner. The positioner is a tower that is placed in the backside of the range, six 
metres from the probe. On top of the positioner is a vertical roll table that the antenna to 
be tested can be fit to. Next to the range is a control room from where the measurements 
are controlled, see figure 2.2.1 The control room is located just below the centre line of 
the range with an small open window into the range where a probe is placed in line with 
the horizontal axis of rotation of the roll table. The measurements are made with a 
Radio Frequency-system based on the microwave receiver HP 8530. 

Figure 2.2.1 Illustration of the range with the positioner to the right in the range and 
the control room to the left in the picture.

2.2.1 The positioner
The range has a roll over azimuth positioner. The positioner rotates around its 
attachment on the floor to make the azimuth rotation. It can be adjusted backward and 
forward on a slide in y-direction to adjust the centre of the azimuth rotation, in other 
words how long in front of the roll table that the z-axis should be. The roll table where 
the AUT can be placed is on the top of the positioner. The roll table has a vertically 
placed board that rotates around the centre of the board. On the board is a set of holes 
that makes it possible to attach the AUT. When the AUT has been attached to the roll 
table the start position of the roll table can be adjusted to the required position, if it 
should be in horizontal or vertical position for example. To give maximum stability in 
measurements the roll table can be exchanged into different sizes depending on the size 
of the AUT. If the AUT is not steady in the rotation it will not create a sphere when the 
rotations are preformed. The positioner and the roll table can be controlled both from 
the control room and from the bridge. The equipment in the control room is more exact 
when it comes to making the final adjustments but the equipment at the bridge is helpful 
when attaching the AUT to the roll table.
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2.2.2 Coordinate system
The coordinate system of the range is defined as in Figure 2.2.2. The azimuth rotation is 
in the xy-plane and the roll rotation is in the xz-plane with positive directions according 
to Figure 2.2.2. 

 

Figure 2.2.2. The coordinate system of the range with the control room to the left in the 
picture

2.3 Polarization
The polarization of the radiated wave consists of two components perpendicular to each 
other or one magnetic component and one electric component. Polarization can be 
classified as elliptical, circular or linear. Circular and linear polarized radiation is 
special cases of elliptical polarization where the components have the same value 
respective one of the components is zero [5]. To get a complete picture of the 
measurement in the range circularly polarized radiation is needed. This means that two 
measurements are needed, one with each polarization. There are programs that can 
compensate for the polarization to make it circular but in evaluations like this when the 
result has to be very exact two measurements are needed.

2.4 Spherical modes
The solution to Maxwell’s equations in spherical geometry with defined initial 
conditions can be described with spherical modes where each mode represents one 
possible solution. An antenna diagram can be seen as a sum of spherical modes. The 
number of emitted modes is limited by the size of the antenna and must be calculated 
before the measurement. The number of modes is used as an input before the 
measurement and can be calculated as follows

100 += krN (2.4.1)
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where k is the wave number, N is the number of modes and 0r  is the radius of the 
minimum sphere the antenna can be enclosed by with its origin in the centre of the test 
zone. The 10+  is to be on the safe side that no information is lost because of too few 
modes. 

2.5 Software
SNIFTD is the program that is used at Saab Ericsson Space to process the result of the 
antenna measurements. SNIFTD can make different kinds of transformations of the 
measured electrical field. Depending on what the purpose of the measurement is the 
program can for example transform the measured spherical near field from any kind of 
antenna to far field and transform the field from incoming to outgoing and vice versa. 
SNIFTD has been used to make compensations for the antenna diagram and 
polarization of the probe to get an incoming plane wave with circular polarized 
radiation 

GRASP is a program that is used to analyse different kinds of reflector antennas. This 
program can be used because the sphere can be approximated as a reflector. GRASP can 
then be useful when it comes to make projections of the measured sphere.

For SNIFTD to be able to make the necessary compensations for polarisation and 
variations in the equipment of the range a standard gain horn (SGH) was measured. The 
SGH is a well-balanced and known antenna that can be used as a reference. The result 
of the SGH measurement is then used as an input to SNIFTD to adjust for the probes 
imperfections regarding the polarisation and equipment.

2.6 Fourier transform
For this transformation to be carried out the incident electromagnetic wave has to be 
presented on a plane. Here lies the main problem in the task, to be able to project the 
result from the spherical probing on a plane that can be Fourier transformed. The 
transformed plane can then in turn be used to interpret the result with regards to the 
purpose of the measurement. 

The principal behind this Fourier transform will be explained using a simple, one-
dimensional case at first. Imagine a single row of point antennas detecting the complex 
amplitude of the electric field of all incoming electromagnetic waves. The distance 
between antennas is at most λ/2 due to the sampling theorem, see Section 3.3. This 
gives us a set of measured values at discrete points in space. This information cannot be 
used right away to see sources in different directions, because contributions to the 
electric field are mixed together making a resulting field. However, if all waves have 
the same wavelength, and only vary in amplitude and direction of origin, different 
sources can be separated. The way to do it is to pick a direction and sum up all 
measured values, but only after compensating for the difference in phase between them. 
The phase difference comes from the fact that, depending on direction, the incoming 
wave has propagated different distances when measured. A large sum indicates a strong 
correlation between the chosen direction and the measurement and a small sum 
indicates weak correlation.
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Figure 2.6.1 shows the points of measurements located along an axis called x, all with 
appropriate coordinates x1 to xn, the normalized vector R (θ) which is normal to the 
incoming plane waves with wavelength λ, and the vector r1 defined as the difference 
between the coordinates x1 and x0.

Figure 2.6.1 Definitions of coordinates, R (θ), and r1 with respect to the incoming plane 
waves.

The sum of the measured complex amplitudes on a generalized form is given by the 
formula

nrjkR

n
neaS ⋅−∑= )(θ

(2.6.1)

where S is the sum, an the complex amplitude in the point xn, and k the wave number. 
The scalar product R (θ)⋅rn is the difference in distance by the propagated wave, which 
means the entire exponential part in (2.6.1) makes the phase difference. The minus sign 
in the exponent is a matter of definition. The equipment at the test range uses this 
negative definition of phase while the formulas (3.6.1-9) use a positive one. This is of 
course considered in the MATLAB-scripts. As previously mentioned, a large S 
indicates a lot of incoming waves in the direction θ. In fact, S could be written S (θ) to 
clearly indicate the dependence of direction and that the set of complex amplitudes is 
transformed from spatial domain to angular domain.

In this case a two-dimensional grid instead of a row is needed so that two angles, or 
directions, can be evaluated. This transform is very similar to the one-dimensional. You 
only need to take an extra index letter into account as well as an extra angle, since the 
points in the grid are located in two dimensions and the vector R is defined in spherical 
polar coordinates. This step is very straightforward and does not need to be explained 
more. The two-dimensional transform is

nmrjkR

mn
nmeaS ⋅−∑= ),(

,
),( ϕθϕθ (2.6.2)

Note that these angles θ, ϕ are not the same as used in the coordinate system of the 
range.
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3 Method

3.1 The setting
The waveguide is placed on the roll table via an arm with an angle of 90 degrees. The 
positioner and the roll table do a roll over azimuth rotation making the aperture of the 
waveguide create a sphere of measure points. The centre of rotation is marked with a 
black circle in Figure 3.1.1. The sphere has a radius of 0.494 meters and it does with 
good margin fit into the quiet zone. 

To prevent reflections between the AUT and the probe the surfaces most likely to give 
raise to such reflections has been covered with the same absorbing foam rubber that the 
walls in the range are covered with. 

Figure 3.1.1. The antenna under test

3.2 Alignment
For the measurements to give a useful result it is important that the centre of the AUT is 
properly aligned with the actual centre of rotation. Otherwise the antenna will not create 
a sphere but an uneven ellipse. At the range at Saab Ericsson Space some of the tools to 
make the alignment is a water level and a theodolite. The water level can be used to 
evaluate the current position of the AUT and the computer in the control room can then 
make the final adjustments to put the AUT in its right position. The theodolite is placed 
in the control room next to the probe at the same level as the horizontal centre of 
rotation and is a kind of binocular with adjustable grading that makes it possible to 
make adjustments on the slide and the roll angle to put them in proper position. The 
azimuth angle does not vary between the different measurements since the control room 
is always in the direction where the azimuth angle is o0 . 
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When the AUT was aligned the theodolite and water level was used. Without anything 
attached to the board on the roll table we locked the grading of the theodolite at the 
centre of rotation on the board when looking at it from straight ahead. The arm with the 
waveguide was then placed on the roll table and by looking at it through the theodolite 
the slide was adjusted so that the azimuth rotation was centred on the vertical grading in 
the theodolite. With a water level the roll angle was then adjusted with the waveguide in 
horizontal position. The computer in the control room was used to perform the 
adjustment. The equipment in the control room can place the positioner and roll table 
with an accuracy of 006.0±  on the azimuth and roll angle and 0005.0± mm on the 
slide.

3.3 Sampling
Regardless of which shape the scanned surface has the interval of the measurements in 
the scanning has to be smaller than half the wavelength of the radiation. If the distance 
is bigger there can be an unknown number of wavelengths between the measured points 
and that means that the result could not be interpret unambiguously. This restriction can 
be expressed as the following equation

2
λ<ds (3.3.1)

where ds is the sampling interval and λ  is the wavelength of the radiated wave.

The sphere and the sampling interval needed to be decided in this problem are showed 
in Figure 3.3.1. 

Figure 3.3.1 Sketch of the sampling requirements of the sphere

According to Figure 3.3.1 the following equation is derived

θdrds ⋅= (3.3.2)
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with 
2
λ=ds , mr 5.0=  and the smallest wavelength used, m0200.0=λ , the sampling 

interval becomes 14.1020.0 == raddθ . The sampling used in practice will be 1=θd
since it is useful to round off to a lower value to be on the safe side that no information 
will be lost as a result of the sampling and because it is easier to make the 
measurements with a sampling interval that is even divided by 180 .

3.4 Near field / far field
The spreading of electromagnetic waves is curved around the aperture of the antenna 
and is resemble to the way rings spread on water, only in three dimensions instead of 
two. If the spreading is observed from a distance that goes to infinity the incoming wave 
becomes plane in that point. This is the fact in most applications of antennas and 
because of that it useful to have an incoming plane wave when test measurements are 
being performed. The Fraunhofer distance defines the shortest distance from where the 
incoming wave can be calculated as plane and the criteria set up for this distance is 
when the difference in phase of the spherical spreading is less than 22.5o between the 
centre and the outer edges of the scanned surface with diameter D, see Figure 3.4.1.

Figure 3.4.1. Schematic sketch of the difference in phase of spherical spreading

The distance sr and the difference in phase ω  can be expressed as the following 
equations

4

2
2 Drrs += (3.4.1)

λ
ω rrs −

= 360 (3.4.2)

where r and D are defined as showed in Figure 3.4.1 and λ  is the wavelength of the 
radiated wave.
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The Fraunhofer distance is expressed as the following equation

λ

22Dr < (3.4.3)

D is the diameter of the smallest sphere that the AUT can be fit into, λ  is the 
wavelength of the radiated wave and r is the distance between the probe and the AUT 
[5].

Ranges can be designed in different ways to deal with the fact that it is desirable to have 
an incoming plane wave when making measurements. Compact ranges have a reflector 
that reflects the spherical spreading of the probe in to a plane wave that falls on the 
AUT. A principal sketch of a compact range is showed in Figure 3.4.2. 

Figure 3.4.2 Principal sketch of a compact range. The reflector makes the radiation fall  
with a plane wave on the AUT.

 
On a normal range the radiation from the probe falls directly on the AUT. The criterions 
that decide whether the incoming wave is plane or curved are the ones specified by the 
Fraunhofer distance. This means that the bigger the range, the larger the AUT can be 
without getting near field conditions. If the measurement is being made in the near field 
there are programs that compensate for the curve of the wave.

On the range at Saab Ericsson Space the distance between the probe and the AUT is six 
meters and the measurements will be carried out with frequencies between 10-15 GHz, 
which gives wavelengths between 0.0200-0.0300 m. The diameter of the antenna 
thereby has to be smaller than 0.245 m for us to be able to approximate the incoming 
radiated wave as plane. In this project it would be desirable to set the diameter of the 
antenna to be as big as possible. The result then becomes more useful since the 
evaluation only can be made inside the measured sphere, not outside. To sum up the 
measurements has to be made in the near field and consequently the result has to be 
transformed from near field to far field. This is done with SNIFTD. 
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3.5 The measurements
A sphere is simulated with an azimuth over roll rotation of the waveguide. The points 
that form the sphere have a one-degree sampling between them. The azimuth sampling 
was done stepwise with the roll continuously rotating clockwise one orbit for each step 
on the azimuth. On each measurement three frequencies where registered, 10, 12 and 15 
GHz. They are registered as the waveguide is rotating and that means that there will be 
small differences in the placing of the waveguide between the different frequencies. 
Because the waveguide is rotating clockwise while it is registering the result of the 
measurement the points for each frequency will be misplaced the same distance and 
therefore this does hopefully not affect the result in a bad way. 

To get a reference one measurement for each polarization was made with a plate 
attached to the wall next to the bridge in the range. This to deliberately cause reflections 
and get a reference in the room that will hopefully make it easier to keep the coordinate 
system in order. Another advantage with having a reflecting plate in the room is that it 
makes it easier to see if the measurement is successful. If the plate cannot be registered 
it will not be likely to find any other unwanted reflections since they would be a lot 
smaller than those caused by the plate. 

As mentioned earlier both polarizations must be measured to get a complete picture of 
the incident field. Turning the waveguide 90 degrees between two measurements is the 
way to do this. The waveguide has to be aligned again every time it is adjusted and 
therefore all measurements of the same polarization was made at once before it was 
turned and the same measurements could be performed again but with the other 
polarization.

The aperture of the waveguide was also measured by placing it in the centre of rotation. 
The same rotations and the same sampling as in the measurement of the sphere were 
used. This result can later be used to make compensations for the characteristics of the 
probe such as the tapering.

The electrical field received from the sphere is registered and processed by the 
computer to a file that contains all information needed to further interpret the result 
from the measurement. For every measured point the amplitude and difference of phase 
of the electrical field is registered together with for example information about 
polarization, frequency and the coordinate system amongst other things. These files are 
then recalculated to a .nc-file that can be processed with MATLAB and SNIFTD. The 
measured data is showed in Figure 3.5.1-8
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Figure 3.5.1. Amplitude, θ


-polarization from the aperture scan.

Figure 3.5.2. Amplitude, ϕ


-polarization from the aperture scan.
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Figure 3.5.3. Phase, θ


-polarization from the aperture scan.

Figure 3.5.4. Phase, ϕ


-polarization from the aperture scan.
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Figure 3.5.5. Amplitude, θ


-polarization from the spherical probing.

Figure 3.5.6. Amplitude, ϕ


-polarization from the spherical probing.
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Figure 3.5.7. Phase, θ


-polarization from the spherical probing.

Figure 3.5.8. Phase, ϕ


-polarization from the spherical probing.
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3.6 Calculation of the incident field
With the theoretical method that Wittman [4] describes the entire incident field inside 
the measured sphere can be calculated. These calculations will end up in a sum of 
spherical modes with the variables r, θ  and ϕ . It is then easy to calculate the incident 
field in any point inside the measured sphere. In this case a number of points on a plane 
in the origin of the sphere with its normal pointing towards the probe needs to be 
calculated. When this has been done a Fourier transformation can be made to get the 
information of where the radiation is coming from. In all the following calculations the 
indices E and H represents the different polarisations. Below the MATLAB-scripts are 
shortly presented together with the equations they consider. The scripts can be found as 
a whole in the Appendix except for the scripts describing the spherical Bessel and 
spherical harmonic functions. These scripts were supplied by Jonas Friden at Ericsson 
Microwave system and are not to be printed in this report.  

The terms that represent the result from the different measurements consists a complex 
number.

The tapering of the probe has to be taken into consideration when calculating the 
incident field. This is done with the measurement of the aperture of the waveguide. The 
terms to compensate for the tapering are calculated with the following two equations

kdekXkrr zki
nmo

H
nm

ˆ)ˆ()ˆ( ˆ* ρ⋅⋅⋅= ∑ (3.6.1)

[ ] kdekXkikrr zki
nmo

E
nm

ˆ*)ˆ(ˆ)ˆ( ˆρ⋅⋅×⋅⋅= ∑ (3.6.2)

where )ˆ(0 kr  is the result from the measurement of the aperture of the waveguide, 

)ˆ(kX nm  are spherical harmonics and ρ  is the radius of measured sphere, that is not the 
radius from the measurement of the aperture that would be zero. The exponential part of 
the equations adjusts for the phase difference between this measurement and the 
spherical probing, this because in the latter case the wave guide's tip is some distance 
away from the phase reference point, which located in the origin. Equations (3.6.1) and 
(3.6.2) are calculated in wittman_10.m and the result from this program is two matrices, 

H
nmr  and E

nmr , that are used in forthcoming calculations. 

Next equations are a middle step to later on calculate the modal amplitudes needed in 
the final sum.
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E
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W is the result from the measurement of the sphere and ),( ϕθnmX  are spherical 
harmonics. EA  and HA  are calculated in wittman_8.m, here too is the result presented 
in matrices.
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Now all information needed to calculate the modal amplitudes has been derived and the 
following equations are describing the modal amplitudes 
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The compensated modal amplitudes in (3.6.5) and (3.6.6) are calculated in 
wittman_7.m.

The final spherical modes that describes the incident field inside the measured sphere 
can now be calculated 
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where )(krj  and ),( ϕθnmX  are spherical Bessel and spherical harmonic functions and 
H
nma  and E

nma  are the modal amplitudes calculated in (3.6.5) and (3.6.6). The program 
wittman_2.m calculates parts of (3.6.7), that is
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n Xkrji
k

⋅×∇ (3.6.8)

Finally wittman_1.m will calculate the ultimate spherical modes. Input to this script is 
the coordinates of the point that is to be evaluated. Now the incident field inside the 
sphere is defined and can be calculated for every angle θ , ϕ  and every radius r inside 
the measured sphere.

3.7 Creating a plane inside the sphere
The incident field inside the measured sphere has now been calculated and expressed in 
spherical modes. That means that the plane that is needed can be calculated. On this 
plane the incident field should be calculated in a grid, which can later be transformed to 
show from where the radiation is coming. The grid that needs to be located on the plane 
is showed in Figure 3.7.1. The location of every point is expressed in terms of the 
radius, r, and the angle,ϕ , while the angle θ  is 90o for the whole plane. The distance 
between the uniformly spaced points is λ/2 due to the sampling theorem and the angle 
ϕ  is oriented clockwise since the equipment in the test range is. Note that the origin of 
the sphere coincides with the planes is located between the four centre points.
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Figure 3.7.1. The grid on the plane inside the measured sphere looking at it from the 
direction of the control room.

The grid has been calculated with the program koord.m where the placing of every point 
in the plane first is calculated and then the value of the radiation in each point is 
calculated with wittman_1.m. The data is passed on to visa_plan.m that shows the 
electric fields phase and amplitude for all polarizations.

The two-dimensional Fourier transform mentioned in section 2.10 is applied to the grid 
of calculated complex amplitudes. It checks all directions in the front half of the tests 
range, that is towards the short side where the probe is placed. The transformed grid is 
presented in a surface plot where spikes or bumps indicate sources.
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4 Analyses and result

4.1 The calculated field 
Calculating the modal amplitudes is very time consuming even for a quite powerful 
computer, and during the development of the method the number of modes used was 
limited. The number of modes grows very fast when increasing the upper limit of the 
index n, since the index m is defined as m=[-n, n]. If n were limited to 10, the total 
number of modes would be 120, and if n is limited to 100 the number of modes become 
10200, for a complete evaluation of the sphere n must be 170, which means 29240 
modes. Therefore it was desirable to use only the most important ones, and disregard 
the rest until the method was ready for the final calculations.

Below the scanning of the waveguide aperture is considered. To get an overview of the 
modal amplitudes they are calculated for n=[1,170], but with m=0. The result is found 
in Figure 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 for Er  and Hr  respectively. Since they are complex numbers 
their absolute values are presented.

Figure 4.1.1.  Modal amplitudes Er  of the waveguide aperture, m=0. The plotted data 
is calculated from the MATLAB-script wittman_10.m.
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Figure 4.1.2.  Modal amplitudes Hr  of the waveguide aperture, m=0. The plotted data 
is calculated from the MATLAB-script wittman_10.m.

The first 20 should be enough to work with, and for the rest of the calculations n=[1,20], 
m=[-n, n] is used. To see how well the method works so far the electrical field for the 
same coordinates that were measured is calculated, in fact recreating the scan.  This is 
done in a skeleton version of wittman_all.m called koeff2sphere.m. For the cut θ = 0o, 
all ϕ, the result for θ


 polarization phase can be compared with the actual measurements 

in Figure 4.1.3. The calculations are in blue while the measurements are in red. For the 
same cut and in the same colours, calculated and measured amplitudes are in Figure 
4.1.4.

Figure 4.1.3. For the cut θ = 0 o, all ϕ, the calculated (blue line) and the measured (red 
dotted line) values for θ


 polarization phase. The plotted data is calculated from the 
MATLAB-script koeff2sphere.m.
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Figure 4.1.4. For the cut θ = 0 o, all ϕ, the calculated (blue line) and the measured (red 
dotted line) values for θ


 polarization amplitude. The plotted data is from calculated 

from MATLAB-script koeff2sphere.m.

So far the similarities are obvious, although the deviation in amplitude is very large. 
Unfortunately, when increasing the calculated values deteriorate to finally look chaotic. 
The measured and calculated amplitude and phase for the cut θ = 4o, all ϕ are presented 
in figures 4.1.5 and 4.1.6, same colouring as before.

Figure 4.1.5. For the cut θ = 4 o, all ϕ, the calculated (blue line) and the measured (red 
dotted line) values for θ


  polarization phase. The plotted data is calculated from 

MATLAB-scpript koeff2sphere.m.
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Figure 4.1.6. For the cut θ = 4o, all ϕ, the calculated (blue line) and the measured (red 
dotted line) values for θ


 polarization amplitude. The plotted data is calculated from 
MATLAB-script koeff2sphere.m.

This means that the method has not been successful in recreating the electric field from 
the aperture scan. Therefore the modal amplitudes Hr  and Er  cannot be used to 
compensate for tapering. Also, since the modal amplitudes HA  and EA  are calculated 
with almost the same algorithm they too are likely to be incorrect. Regardless of this the 
remaining calculations was performed to see what the results would be. 

The absolute values of the modal amplitudes EA  and HA  of the spherical probing for 
n=[1,120], but with m=0 are shown in Figure 4.1.7 and 4.1.8. The limit of n is set lower 
than before since the values grow uncontrollably for higher n, and would suppress the 
other values in the plot. The modal amplitudes should converge to zero as is the case 
with Er  and Hr , but does not.
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Figure 4.1.7.  Modal amplitudes EA  of the spherical probing, m=0. The plotted data is  
calculated from the MATLAB-script wittman_8.m.

Figure 4.1.8.  Modal amplitudes HA  of the spherical probing, m=0. The plotted data is  
calculated from the MATLAB-script wittman_8.m.

For convenience, the calculated plane consists of a square grid only 12 points wide, 
which equals 5,5 wavelengths. As always these calculations are time consuming and the 
poor result is clearly visible even in such a small area. The polarizations θ


, ϕ


 and r  
are not compatible with the cartesian coordinates of the constructed grid, and are 
transformed to the appropriate  x , y and z  where x, y and z are the axis in the test 
range. Now wittman_all.m is used, and the phases of these polarizations are shown in 
figures 4.1.9-11.
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Figure 4.1.9.  The phase of polarization x  in the constructed plane. The plotted data is  
calculated from the MATLAB-script wittman_all.m.

Figure 4.1.10.  The phase of polarization y  in the constructed plane. The plotted data 
is calculated from the MATLAB-script wittman_all.m.
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Figure 4.1.11.  The phase of polarization z  in the constructed plane. The plotted data 
is calculated from the MATLAB-script wittman_all.m.

Unfortunately, this is not the result that is desirable. When the measured data was 
transformed to far field in SNIFTD there should be a dominant plane wave with some 
small disturbances picked up by the virtual grid. The plots of phase should show very 
little variation, but instead they do exactly the opposite. The amplitude of polarizations
x , y and z are showed in figures 4.1.12-14.

Figure 4.1.12.  The amplitude of polarization x  in the constructed plane. The plotted 
data is calculated from the MATLAB-script wittman_all.m.
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Figure 4.1.13.  The amplitude of polarization y  in the constructed plane. The plotted 
data is calculated from the MATLAB-script wittman_all.m.

Figure 4.1.14.  The amplitude of polarization z  in the constructed plane. The plotted 
data is calculated from the MATLAB-script wittman_all.m.

These are also clearly incorrect with amplitudes shaped like pits instead of the expected 
even amplitude.
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4.2 Sources of error in the method

The adjustments at the alignment have been done with accuracy of 05.0±  on the roll 
angle. The azimuth angle has not been adjusted since it does not depend on each single 
measurement and therefore has been adjusted in advance. The azimuth angle is given 
with an accuracy of 05.0± .  Still the alignment is very sensitive and the different 
measurements showed that great accuracy is needed in this element of the task.

The calculations after the measurements are done with an accuracy that is not likely to 
affect the result in a bad way.

The aperture scans and the spherical probing was conducted some time apart, which for 
technical reasons meant a constant shift in phase between the sets of measured values. 
This has been compensated for but reduces accuracy since you must visually determine 
how large the shift is.

Using the carefully measured data in right way is of course essential. The method used 
involves many different coordinate systems, cartesian as well as spherical and polar, so 
it is quite tricky getting the transforms and rotations right, and when deciding what 
input goes where. Despite the efforts being made this may be a source of error, with the 
potential to ruin the final result.
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5 Conclusions and discussion

5.1 Conclusion 
The purpose of this work has been to improve the performance of the range at Saab 
Ericsson Space. A method to evaluate the range and detect and characterise unwanted 
reflections by spherical probing was required. Previous work has been done on 
evaluating ranges by probing a plane surface. This is a much simpler way since a plane 
can be Fourier transformed to show from where the radiation is coming without having 
to recalculate the result in as great extent as needed with spherical probing.

The work started with a literature study of available methods of spherical probing and 
without settling on one method several methods was tried. The first one was to make 
two separate measurements with the probe separated half a wavelength between them. 
The second method used the available programs to estimate a plane in front of the 
sphere and the third and most difficult method was to calculate the spherical modes of 
the incident field and with the modes be able to calculate a plane inside the sphere. The 
first two methods would be easier to use but had a less expectation to be successful and 
the third very precise method involved significantly more difficult calculations. 

To be able to simulate a sphere by measuring a waveguide rotated to create the sphere 
an attachment device was made that held the waveguide in a 90 degrees angle with 
respect to the roll tables normal. The device was constructed so that the radius of the 
simulated sphere could be varied and the aperture of the waveguide could be turned 90 
degrees to measure both polarisations. The measurements were then planned to get the 
information needed in all three methods mentioned above. The measurements showed 
that the alignment of the AUT had to be very precise to give a useful result and it was 
also important to have a big and steady roll table that did not get affected by the weight 
of the AUT. 

As the measured result was processed it became clear that the first two methods was not 
applicable to this problem because the incident field could not be calculated in an 
arbitrary point on the sphere as needed to make the wanted projection of the sphere on a 
plane. The method with the probe separated half a wavelength was not applicable most 
likely because the tapering of the waveguide made the separation of the phase vary and 
thereby this method is not suitable for spherical probing.

The theoretical method based on a paper by Ronald Wittman was the final choice. It 
concludes with calculating the spherical modes in MATLAB. The incident field can 
then be defined in every point inside the sphere and the value of the incident field can 
be calculated on a plane inside the sphere. These calculations have been calculated with 
MATLAB and the scripts that have been written are presented in this report. Some 
additional scripts are not presented here because they are not written by the authors of 
this report and is therefore only for internal use at Saab Ericsson Space. 

Unfortunately the project was not successful with getting a reasonable result from the 
measurements. Three separate measurements have been made with increasing accuracy 
of the alignment but still the result was not satisfying.
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5.2 Suggestions to further work
The error occurs when we try to recreate the electrical field from the aperture scan and 
this off course gives consequences in the rest of the calculations. 

A probable reason of this error lies in the MATLAB-scripts and not in the method itself. 
There are many matrices transmitted between the different scripts and it is possible that 
the error appears in one of this transferences. The coordinate system is often changed 
between the scripts and this is also likely to cause errors.

Another possible miscalculation can appear in the scripts that describe the spherical 
Bessel and spherical harmonics. These scripts where provided by Jonas Friden at 
Ericsson Microwave systems and he had used them in a problem similar to this. The 
scripts have been adjusted to fit this problem but there still could be relevant differences 
in the problem that we have not been able to foresee.

It could be useful to try to make a better attachment device that does not need as many 
adjustments, this to make the measurements more precise. It is also important to plan 
the measurements properly so that no additional measurements are needed. The 
additional measurements will be slightly misplaced compared to the first measurements 
and these misplacements could be the ones that make a bad result.
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Appendix

A1 wittman_10.m
function [rH,rE]=wittman_10(infile,X,ro);
% infile is the .nc-file from a measurement of the aperture of the waveguide
% X are spherical harmonies 
% ro is the radius of the measured sphere
% rH, rE are the wanted compensation constants

% creates a matrice of the measured values from the aperture of the waveguide
for ph=1:362
    for th=1:180
        r(ph,th)=infile(ph+(th-1)*180); % ph is roll, th is azimuth
    end
end

[ph,th]=meshgrid(1:size(r,1),1:size(r,2));
dk=shiftdim(sin(th),1);
X=ones(size(r,1),size(r,2),2);
k=0.49*shiftdim(cos(th),1);

%creates a matrice of the values rH for different n,m
for n=1:3
    for m=1:2
        rH(n,m)=sum(sum(r(:,:).*X(:,:,1).*exp(i*k.*ro).*dk)); % Discrete form of 
eq 10a in Wittman
    end
end
rH

%skapar en matris av värden på rE för olika n,m
for n=1:3
    for m=1:2
        rE(n,m)=sum(sum(r(:,:).*X(:,:,2).*exp(i*k.*ro).*dk)); % Wittmans ekv 10b i 
diskret form
    end
end
rE

A2 wittman_8.m
function [AH,AE]=wittman_8(infile,X)
% infile är en fullsfärsmätning
% X är sfäriska harmonier
% AH, AE är skumma konstanter

% skapar en matris av vektorn av mätvärden
for ph=1:362
    for th=1:180
            W(ph,th)=infile(th+(ph-1)*180); % ph är roll, th är azimut
    end
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end

% ritar det uppmätta elektriska fältet på en sfär
cd('N:\G-Avdelningar\GA\Gae\Exjobb\Probning\Matlab\simons\');
plotonsphere(angle(W(:,:)),0.8)
cd('N:\G-Avdelningar\GA\Gae\Exjobb\Probning\Wittman');

X=ones(size(W,1),size(W,2),2); % fejkad sfärisk harmoni
[ph,th]=meshgrid(1:size(W,1),1:size(W,2));
size(th)
dr=shiftdim(sin(th),1);

%skapar en matris av värden på AH för olika n,m
for n=1:3
    for m=1:2
        AH(n,m)=sum(sum(W(:,:,1).*X(:,:,1).*dr)); % Wittmans ekv 8a i diskret form
    end
end

%skapar en matris av värden på AE för olika n,m
for n=1:3
    for m=1:2
        AE(n,m)=sum(sum(W(:,:,1).*X(:,:,2).*dr)); % Wittmans ekv 8b i diskret form
    end
end

A3 wittman_1.m
function [E]=wittman_1(aH,aE,f,g);
% [E]=[th-pol fi-pol r-pol]

E=aH*f+aE*g;

A4 wittman_2.m
function []=wittman_2;
cd('N:\G-Avdelningar\GA\Gae\Exjobb\Probning\Wittman\friden');
for l=1:5
    n=1;M=l;
    %kr=75;th=pi/2;fi=pi/20;
    kr=linspace(.5,110,101);th=linspace(0,pi,100);fi=linspace(-pi,pi,300);
    [out]=SRWF(l,n,kr);
    %size(out)
    [Ar,Ath,Afi,m,th,fi]=VSH(l,n,th,fi,M);
    size(Ath)
    f=sum(i^n*out(50)*Ath);
    size(f)
    [F,NSHIFTS]=shiftdim(f);
    surf(abs(F))
    title(['VSH l = ',num2str(l)])
    xlabel('\phi')
    ylabel('\theta')
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    pause
end
cd('N:\G-Avdelningar\GA\Gae\Exjobb\Probning\Wittman')

A5 wittman_7.m
function [aH,aE]=wittman_7(data,amp_rE,amp_rH,amp_AE,amp_AH);
%cd('N:\G-Avdelningar\GA\Gae\Exjobb\Probning\Wittman\friden');

for l=1:data.L
    [aa]=lm2global(l,-1,1);
    [bb]=lm2global(l,1,1);
    rE_sum(l)=amp_rE(aa)+amp_rE(bb);
    rE_diff(l)=-amp_rE(aa)+amp_rE(bb);
    rH_sum(l)=amp_rH(aa)+amp_rH(bb);
    rH_diff(l)=-amp_rH(aa)+amp_rH(bb);
end

for l=1:data.L
    for m=-l:l
        [jj]=lm2global(l,m,data.M);
%         aE(jj)=(amp_AE(jj)*i*sqrt((2*l+1)/pi)-amp_AH(jj)*(-
i)*sqrt((2*l+1)/pi)*rH_sum(l)/rH_diff(l))/(rE_diff(l)*rH_sum(l)/rH_diff(l)-rE_sum(l));
        aE(jj)=(rH_sum(l)*amp_AH(jj)/(i*sqrt(pi/(2*l+1)))-rH_diff(l)*amp_AE(jj)/(-
i*sqrt(pi/(2*l+1))))/(rH_sum(l)*rE_diff(l)-rH_diff(l)*rE_sum(l));
    end
end

for l=1:data.L
    for m=-l:l
        [jj]=lm2global(l,m,data.M);
%         aH(jj)=(amp_AH(jj)*(-i)*sqrt((2*l+1)/pi)-amp_AE(jj)*(-
i)*sqrt((2*l+1)/pi)*rH_diff(l)/rH_sum(l))/(rE_sum(l)*rH_diff(l)/rH_sum(l)-rE_diff(l));
        aH(jj)=(amp_AE(jj)/(-i*sqrt(pi/(2*l+1)))+rE_sum(l)*aE(jj))/rH_sum(l);
    end
end

%cd('N:\G-Avdelningar\GA\Gae\Exjobb\Probning\Wittman\');

A6 visa_plan.m
function visa_plan(Ei)
% input är en matris med tre polarisationer som kolumner
% varje kolumn delas upp och fogas ihop till en kvadratisk matris
% resultatet blir en matris per polarisation
Ei_plan_1=reshape(Ei(:,1),sqrt(size(Ei,1)),sqrt(size(Ei,1)));
Ei_plan_2=reshape(Ei(:,2),sqrt(size(Ei,1)),sqrt(size(Ei,1)));
Ei_plan_3=reshape(Ei(:,3),sqrt(size(Ei,1)),sqrt(size(Ei,1)));
Ei_plan_1=flipud(Ei_plan_1); % funktionerna surf och contour spegelvänder matrisen 
som ritas ut
Ei_plan_2=flipud(Ei_plan_2); % -"-
Ei_plan_3=flipud(Ei_plan_3); % -"-
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figure(1)
surf(db(abs(Ei_plan_1)))
figure(2)
surf(db(abs(Ei_plan_2)))
figure(3)
surf(db(abs(Ei_plan_3)))
figure(4)
contour(180/pi*angle(Ei_plan_1))
colorbar;
figure(5)
contour(180/pi*angle(Ei_plan_2))
colorbar;
figure(6)
contour(180/pi*angle(Ei_plan_3))
colorbar;

A7 koeff2sphere.m
% --------- här laddas mätdata och de övre gränserna för index l,m sätts
load test8_fs_0_dir_TP_zm494;
load test8_fs_270_dir_TP_zm494;
lambda=0.02997;
data.fi=test8_fs_0_dir_TP_zm494.AXIS_2*pi/180;
data.th=test8_fs_0_dir_TP_zm494.AXIS_1*pi/180;
data.L=20; % här anges övre gräns på index n för moder
data.M=data.L;
data.kr1=2*pi/lambda*0.494;
data.kr2=2*pi/lambda*6;
Eth_vector=reshape(conj(exp(i)*test8_fs_270_dir_TP_zm494.DATA(:,:,1,1,1)),[],1); % 
skapar en kolumnvektor
Efi_vector=reshape(conj(exp(i)*test8_fs_0_dir_TP_zm494.DATA(:,:,1,1,1)),[],1); % 
skapar en kolumnvektor

% --------- modamplituder räknas ut
[amp]=wittman_10(Eth_vector,Efi_vector,data,lambda);
% [amp]=wittman_10(Eth_vector,Efi_vector,data,lambda);
rH=amp(1,:);
rE=amp(2,:);

% --------- det mätta elektriska fältet återskapas
% välj th och intervall för fi på följande tre rader
th_plats=5; %ange platsen i vektorn data.th=[0,180], ange värdet på theta
fi_botten=1; %ange platsen i vektorn data.fi=[-180,179], ange undre gräns på fi
fi_tak=360; %ange platsen i vektorn data.fi=[-180,179]ange övre gräns på fi
for a=fi_botten:fi_tak
    [f,g]=wittman_2(data,data.th(th_plats),data.fi(a),data.kr2);
    [E]=wittman_1(rH,rE,f,g); %[E]=[th-pol fi-pol r-pol]
    Ei(a,1)=E(1,1); % th-pol
    Ei(a,2)=E(1,2); % fi-pol
    Ei(a,3)=E(1,3); % r-pol
    disp(['färdig till' ' ' num2str((a-fi_botten)/(fi_tak-fi_botten)*100) '%'])
end
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% de skapade data är på formen Ei(fi,pol)=[th-pol fi-pol r-pol]

% --------- här jämförs mätdata med återskapade data i plottar
figure(1)
plot(180/pi*angle(exp(i)*test8_fs_0_dir_TP_zm494.DATA(fi_botten:fi_tak,th_plats,1,
1,1)))
figure(2)
plot(180/pi*angle(conj(Ei(fi_botten:fi_tak,1))))
figure(3)
plot(db(abs(exp(i)*test8_fs_0_dir_TP_zm494.DATA(fi_botten:fi_tak,th_plats,1,1,1))))
figure(4)
plot(db(abs(conj(Ei(fi_botten:fi_tak,1)))))

A8 wittman_all.m
load test15fs_dir_TP;
load test18fs_dir_TP;
Eth_vector=reshape(conj(test15fs_dir_TP.DATA(:,:,1,1,1)),[],1);
Efi_vector=reshape(conj(test18fs_dir_TP.DATA(:,:,1,1,1)),[],1);
lambda=0.02997; % för 10GHz
data.kr1=2*pi/lambda*0.494; % för sfärisk mätning
data.kr2=2*pi/lambda*6; % för vågledarens mätning
data.fi=test15fs_dir_TP.AXIS_2*pi/180;
data.th=test15fs_dir_TP.AXIS_1*pi/180;
data.L=20; % här anges övre gräns på index n för moder
data.M=data.L;
[amp]=wittman_8(Eth_vector,Efi_vector,data);
AH=amp(1,:);
AE=amp(2,:);
load test8_fs_0_dir_TP_zm494;
load test8_fs_270_dir_TP_zm494;
Eth_vector=reshape(conj(exp(i)*test8_fs_0_dir_TP_zm494.DATA(:,:,1,1,1)),[],1);
Efi_vector=reshape(conj(exp(i)*test8_fs_270_dir_TP_zm494.DATA(:,:,1,1,1)),[],1);
data.M=1; % ger endast m=-1,0,1 när vågledarens egenskaper ska utvecklas
[amp]=wittman_10(Eth_vector,Efi_vector,data,lambda);
rH=amp(1,:);
rE=amp(2,:);
data.M=data.L;
[aH,aE]=wittman_7(data,rE,rH,AE,AH);
storlek=5;
[xm,ym,zm,kr,th,fi]=koord(lambda,storlek);
disp('elektriskt fält konstrueras');
for a=1:length(fi)
    [f,g]=wittman_2(data,th,fi(a),kr(a));
    [E]=wittman_1(aH,aE,f,g); %[E]=[E_pol_th E_pol_fi Epol_r]
    Ei(a,1)=cos(fi(a))*conj(E(1,3))+sin(fi(a))*conj(E(1,2)); %x-pol
    Ei(a,2)=conj(E(1,1)); %y-pol
    Ei(a,3)=sin(fi(a))*conj(E(1,3))+cos(fi(a))*conj(E(1,2)); %z-pol
    disp(['färdig till' ' ' num2str(a/length(fi)*100) '%'])
end
visa_plan(Ei);
%[P]=summering(xm,ym,zm,Ei(:,1),lambda);
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